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IntroductionIntroduction

   “A new era of family history work has 
arrived. As President Gordon B. Hinckley 
recently noted, ‘The Lord has inspired 
skilled men and women in developing 
new technologies which we can use to 
our great advantage in moving 
forward this sacred work.’ “

Elder Russell M. Nelson, “A New Harvest Time,” Ensign, May 1998, 43



 
 

Introduction: Introduction: 
The General ProblemThe General Problem

• There is a large amount of 
genealogical information already 
published on the web.

• How do you put it into a usable 
format?

• A search engine would be nice.



 
 

Introduction: Introduction: 
The Specific ProblemThe Specific Problem

• Key word search is not good enough. Key word search is not good enough. 

– Is 1897 a death date, birth date, etc. ?Is 1897 a death date, birth date, etc. ?

• 2 main problems with extracting 2 main problems with extracting 
informationinformation

– Finding the fields (names, birthdates…)Finding the fields (names, birthdates…)

– Associating the fields into recordsAssociating the fields into records



 
 

Example: a Genealogy Example: a Genealogy 
PagePage

HTML 
page

Relational/X
ML Database



 
 

Related Work: WrappersRelated Work: Wrappers

• Make a site-specific set of rulesMake a site-specific set of rules

• Pro:Pro: highly accurate highly accurate

• Cons:Cons: not scalable, fragile not scalable, fragile



 
 

Related Work: Global Related Work: Global 
ModelsModels

• General approachGeneral approach

– example: example: FlipDog.comFlipDog.com

• Pros:Pros: applies to any website, scalable applies to any website, scalable

• Cons:Cons: time consuming to train/tune,  time consuming to train/tune, 
possible to have low accuracy on possible to have low accuracy on 
specific sitesspecific sites



 
 

Our approach: ELIJAHOur approach: ELIJAH

•Key: 1000s of pages are produced by Key: 1000s of pages are produced by 
about 100 different software programs.about 100 different software programs.

•Combines the two previous methods Combines the two previous methods 

•EExtracting xtracting LLineage ineage IInformation with nformation with 
JJava using ava using AAutomated utomated HHeuristicseuristics



 
 

ELIJAH ArchitectureELIJAH Architecture



 
 

Example: ELIJAH in actionExample: ELIJAH in action

classifier

        Ged2HTML
       rules



 
 

ExperimentExperiment

• Rules for 15 most common formatsRules for 15 most common formats
(out of 100)(out of 100)

• Executed ELIJAH on 51 random websites with Executed ELIJAH on 51 random websites with 
family tree informationfamily tree information

• Failed if Failed if 
– couldn’t identify what format it wascouldn’t identify what format it was

– didn’t extract informationdidn’t extract information

– extracted information had errorsextracted information had errors



 
 

ResultsResults

• With the 15 rule sets, we extracted With the 15 rule sets, we extracted 
data from data from 

– 33% of all pages33% of all pages

– 41% of machine generated pages41% of machine generated pages

– 55% of machine generated pages 55% of machine generated pages 
with sufficient html formattingwith sufficient html formatting



 
 

ConclusionConclusion

• With only 15% of the work we got With only 15% of the work we got 
55% of the information that we 55% of the information that we 
targetedtargeted

• We preserved the meaning of the We preserved the meaning of the 
website data and can put it in a website data and can put it in a 
databasedatabase



 
 

More to Come?More to Come?

• Tools developed at WhizBang! Labs, Tools developed at WhizBang! Labs, 
Inc. will significantly improve Global Inc. will significantly improve Global 
Models, Hand Wrappers, and the Models, Hand Wrappers, and the 
ELIJAH approach.ELIJAH approach.

• As the “Spirit of Elijah” spreads As the “Spirit of Elijah” spreads 
throughout the world, technology throughout the world, technology 
will assist the massive work.will assist the massive work.
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